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                                   Synopsis 
     The velocities of elastic waves propagating in an inhomogeneous large sphere are assumed 
 to be functions of the distance from the centre. We start from the rigorous solutions of wave 
 equations and calculate various modes of reflection at the free surface. As the results of 
 approximate calculation we get curved  Aometrical ray waves and surface ones. With help of 
these results the intensities of various seismic waves are calculated numerically. 
 § 1. Introduction 
     In the previous  paper" we discussed the propagation of elastic waves in a large homoge-
 neous sphere. The coefficients of various reflections were obtained, by means of which their 
 intensity was calculated numerically. The first order approximation gave the geometrical ray 
 waves of simple form, which was convenient for further discussion. 
     Here we shall treat the elastic waves in an inhomogeneous large sphere. The velocities 
are assumed to be proportional to  r-"', where r is the distance from the centre and m is 
 an arbitrary real number. The rigorous solutions of the wave equations are expressed in 
terms of the Bessel function, and by means of them various coefficients of reflection are 
obtained. The waves being calculated approximately by the method of saddle point, curved 
ray ones and surface ones are obtained in a very clear and simple form. The former pro-
pagates in the inhomogeneous medium, satisfying the well known refractive law of geometrical 
optics. On the other hand the latter does not occur near the so called epicentre, which is a 
known fact in the seismic phenomena. Their intensities are found to be functions of their 
propagating time rather than the length of their paths. 
    Some  numerical' calculation will be applied to the seismic waves by means of  the numerical 
values of the earth's elastic constants. The results will give an explanation to the data of 
 observation in the seismic phenomena. 
    The method of calculation applied to the elastic waves in this paper seems to be applicable 
to the propagation of the electromagnetic waves in the inhomogeneous atmosphere. 
  2. Fundamental Equations 
    For simplicity it is assumed that the medium makes a simple harmonic motion  e-'6' and 
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vA and  Vo are the velocities of  4-wave (dilatational) and co-wave  (distortional) respectively, and 
here they are proportional to  r-la. The particular solutions of (1) are 
                                                dP. (cos 604T,(2) =y 9cp,,,,(2)(k, r) Pn(cos0), co=yn,(2)a:, r)(3)                                         d0' 
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are the solutions of the equations 
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    The  suffixes (1), (2) denote the diverging and converging waves respectively. 
§ 3.  Coefficients of Reflection 
    When the diverging  4.(') of (3) reflects at the surface r  = a into the dilatational  and 
distortional  waves; 
                       YT,,n(k,a)                 4 -= A.4rin ,(k,r)  P.(cos  0),                             Y;
,-,),,(k, a)''                                                       (5) 
                   1  B.dP.  (cos  6) 
                     wi, - 
                        2 1/,,2)„,(k, a) 11;,2,),,,(6, a)17")"1'(e.'r)  d  0  • 
    The displacement of the resultant wave has r, 0 components           
-  12 0 
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, l                                -V"A),_4.-.,2a        v = 
                        k2 r2,.+1  a  0,...-raP)— 6224,61  ar (r  cop). 
    Putting them into the boundary conditions of free  surface; 
          X(zIT  + 4  ,,) + 211.1g-7-= 0 andaavr- - vr+17-aa- = O. (7) 
at r  = a, we get 
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                      I 
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                       The denominator of  A,,— ,
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   where 
            U11)„,(k,a)= (m+1Mak' a)  +  E2  a2m1-1m+1—1)              4s
,L(k,2 a 
                                  lz(4'(k,a)a2,41-1 n(n+  1)(k
,a)= 2(m+ 1)(9)                2 a'                                       r ,g,),..(k, a) 
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       In case the diverging distortional  wn(') of (3) reflects into 
 - (k, r)  P,,(cos 0),                         11
,).($, a)  11;,,n (k, a)' 
 1t,1),,,,($,a)dP,,(cos  0)  ws  —   D..;,r)                                                          (10)              24 -
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  we get by (7) 
                                W1,)„,(e•, 142,L(k,a) —n(.n+ 1) V,?;) ,.(E, a) T10,,,(k, a)      GL -4n(a+1)D. =                                              The denominator of  A. 
   § 4. Approximate Calculation* 
 zi and w waves propagating from the source Q (b, 0, 0) to an observing point P (r, 0, 0) 
   are generally expressed by superposing the particular solutions (3). 
   For r b, we assume 
 =  2n+  1 
 m±i (k,  11,T;),„, (k, r)  P.(cos 0),    71-0 1 ** 
                                                         (12) 
 2n-1-1_ y (2) va)dPa(cos 0) 
                                                          n 
                   m+ 1 n,ft, 1ftV, • -1 d0 
 .=() 
  which coincide approximately with the expansion of exp (ikR)(  exp(iM)                              and   , where  00  \ 
 R  ---Vb2+e-2br  cos  0  ,  in  terms  of  Bessel  func-
                                         tions,  when  the  medium  is  homogeneous i . e. 
                                     m = The summation (12) are transformed
 L into the integration on the complex  n-  plane. 
                 Fig.  1 
 1 ('  ndn                                 Y
vc2) (k,b)17,(1)(k,r)cos  (0 —7r) I, (13)       2j(m+ 1)cos2kf 
             1  r  ndn{ cos (0 -7r) }      69 —4—(
m-I-1)cosY„c1V,    dO (14) 
  where  17,, and the path L' of these integrals is shown in fig. 1. 
       Remembering 
 yap  (2)  ,„+1  y  (i);  (2) (15) 
  the path L' is transformed into L. Now  put(3) 
    * Since the analysis is quite similar as that of the previous  paper,C) we de3cribe it shortly in the  following-
   ** Constant factors having the dimention of  length are omitted.
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                into (13), and take only the term p = 0, then the saddle point  (fi,  f2, 
 n,  53) in the complex (r,,  r2, n. 0)-space is given by 
   Fig. 2  0 = 0,  0  = ri- r2                        M-1- 1 —  n  = kb7n+1 sin T-1 = krm+' sin f2 (17) 
where the last relation  kri'+' sin  f2  — const. i. e. 
 r sin  72P  —const. (18) Q ati 
 VA  Ti. 
by (2), gives the geometrical ray curve of 4 as in 
fig. 3. With help of the values at the saddle pointb T 
we get 
      Sp ds)     n exp (io-irl e                    iVAi   4 —(19)  0  A Fig. 3 
          Aibr—no'sin')r,----ds                          Q  Va 
where ds is a line element taken along the ray (18), and 
 cr dskr"r"kb.,"   cos  f  2 cos-z" 
                            /.7/427-.--             m+1m+ 1  SQ 
by (2). The displacement of (19) has components 
              cosf2..sinI-2A  U --       ----i4, v  =  —;--... (20)       krmkr. 
    The result of a similar approximate calculation for the distortional wave (14) is 
 i----n, exp (irds 
                               \aJQ Mu I  
 CO  =(21)                     2A/brio-sin° r  ds ' 
                                       JQ MD 
where___fl—I--2  
         n=  a'+' sinf,= fr"+1 sin  r,, 0 —(22)  m+1 ' 
and its displacement has components 
    fT-       u=sinrico, v —COSE•ri co. (23)         E'.2n2 
    The reflected wave of the primary dilatational (13) is 
4-.-,-1  ndn 17T(k,b)  ES')  (k, a)  Y  ,,l)  (k, a)11;?) (k, r)                                                    -A1Pn_i(cos(0-n)), (24)P 2 ,)(m-1-1) cos nrc'17,1)(k, a)17P)(k, a)n-T 
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and 
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    Put (16) into these  41' and  a)  P one after another, substituting for their denominator an 
approximate  reIationco 
 tn-F  1                        Y
p") (k , a) I /„(2) (k , a) ---- ai /ii2a2 +2 _ n2- , (26) 
then the above method of saddle point gives such results as 
   - \                          ncos F2 A,,1 exp (tdC                                            ds  
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,vi,                             o- 
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where 
     n = kbm+1 sinI-1 =  kano-1 sin  r2 - ka"L+1 sin T3 = ken+1 sin1-.I-7 m-F 13i- Ft '                      t-4,  0  =(28) 
and 
                                        ds ±CPdsV .                   - in' a2 cos1'2 cosr-3 B,Texp -icr(r   Q VL,JAVtoI) 
cop
2 (m+1) 
    —-___ 
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where 
 2- F-3  n =  kb"'+' sin'E l -  kan'+' sin  f2 = Earn-El  sin  f3 =r"'-fl sin  r4,  0  = Ti-f                                                m-F ± 41. (30) 
    The reflected waves 
 1 r ndn Y r(6, b)11,(,1)(E, a)17,(,1)(k, a)42)  (k, r) C
„,12_P„___Ifcos(0-n)  }, (31) 43  = 2j
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                                                    (32) 
of the primary distortional (14) become by a similar approximate calculation 
                             .{ic(IA_ds  ±CPds.\ t                       -  n a2C .-cos F2 cos f3 exp 
                      Q nuJA VA  ))  GI
s —        ("24-1),V—Cr.'\nz+1 cosi--3 cos
                       aIE2  a2a01.4rAds +( b\''''cosrei cos r2CF  ds           brnsin0{(         t '(33)                                      .1Qno\ a  1 k2 a2'"JA VA 
where 
                                                                          1- r-2-1-3  n  = $b"'+' sin fi - E consin  r2 - kav'-"sinr"z+                            3 - kr' sin. f4,  0 =--1._±f4_  m+1 , (34) 
and 
                      - i  n2cos  f2  D exp  -I  icr .S.,-49                                                      c4Pvw  w's.  -
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where 
                                                                                       fm-t3-1-14  
 n6-bm+1-sinfi = .an'41-sin r2 =sin.Ft,0=  (36)  +1 
The displacements of those waves have components; 
                                              2i sinT-4       u(.4s,p)cr r:f4  U(0)  ,P)  ws,p, 
 2i  cos  f4 (37)  v(4s,r) = - skirn:4  sp,  V(0)s,r)  = 
 $r"' 
§ 5. Surface Waves 
    As the reflective  coefficients  A.,  B.,  C.,  D. have the same denominator, the path of 
 integral (24), (25), (31) and (32) must be taken as 
L in  fig. 4, where  8 is the pole of these  coefficients, 
which lies on or near the real axis. When L meets 
 8 while deforming into the steepest descent curveFig. 4 
through the saddle point, each of these integrals constitutes two parts; one is determined by 
the values at the saddle point as in the previous article, which expresses the geometrical ray 
wave and the other is the residue of the pole, which is obtained approximately as follows. 
    The primary  dilational wave 
       f  ndn11.51)(k,r)      =  Y?)(kb)17(')(k,b)Icos(0- 
omn)}             2jL  (m+  1)  cos nn-' becesndn exp fg(n)}17;,(1)(k,b) 
                  -  f 
 Jzb^(k2b2"'+2n2) 27r n sin 0                                                        (38) 
where 
         g(n)^k2  r2'+2222 dr—  + i
0ndi   (39)                                                          4' 
with help of the approximate relations; 
 m+1  exp{in0-i-7-}   17(1) (k,Y") (k' b)bVelen+2 - n2 , einn Icos(0-n)
1/27ral in 04 
 4 
 ThanT1,94 
                                                       (40) 
        ;P,;,,(2) (k,z + dz)  4z                                exp {± ii/k22.2'"E2- n2.—} .
                 17;,1,),;.(2) (k 
    In the second relation we consider only the diverging part. If we put 
         n  krrnm- sin r, (41) 
then n-             g(n) =  g(r) = i kr"' cos r dr + irkrmsin  r•rd04                    i  (42) 
in which r, 0 act as parameters and r is a variable. At the saddle point 
             dg  
 dr0,  e. sinT.dr - cos rd0=0, (43)          I,) 
where r, 0 are arbitrary numbers. Accordingly  I" determine the same geometrical ray curve as 
in the previous article. If we take the length s along this curve, we get 
                                             P 
           .dSgT o. -  1(44) 
                                11,5, 4'
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and (38) becomes 
                              r_dsi 77 t                          n exp-{io-                    Q41    =(45) 
                       bAlTzusin 0rds  
                                               Q 
    In case the difference between b and r can be neglected as compared with themselves, 
(45) coincides with  (19). 
    A similar discussion applied to the reflected wave (24); 
Zip= f  ndn (k, b)r) 
      z (m+1) cos mr(k,vcev(2)(1?' a)                                               yr(k, a)Pn___LI cos (0-7r) }, (46) 
leads to the result 
                          ndn  ATh_  1  exp  f  g(n) 
   dr  =    
                 ay(k2(12"+2 n2)  27rn sin 0(47) 
where 
   g(n)r^k2 r,m+,n, dr.2 drii7r                             V^trr-",+2– n +nd0z—4 * (48) 
  8 tt  01 
Putting 
                 g(n) =  gi(n)  +  g2(n) –  i  74  , 
 gi(n) = ik2 r2ll'+2 –  n2dr 4 ithndO,  g2(n) =  k2  r2"'2  –  n2  +  i  ndO, 
 el 
we get 
  dr dr  gi(r)ikr"'+1(cos r+ sin rd0), g2(r) =kr"'+' (–cos  r -+ sin r  do), 
 Q  A 
by (41), where A is a point on the surface  r = a. Then the saddle point of (47) determines 
the same  geometrical ray curve as (28), and by means of  F-, we get 
                     –nAnexpfio-ds- AP  VA 4  /-  
  Lip•(49)                                      d
s                             n a sin 0                        .
(2AP  VA 
    This is a rougher approximation than (27) and coincides with the latter, the difference 
among a, b, r being neglected to themselves. Notwithstanding (47) has a convenient form 
for the discussion of the surface waves. The steepest descent curve through the saddle point 
 is determined by  h,[g(r) –  g(T)} = 0, putting into this relation the  followihg r  =  u  +  + iv, 
where u and v ace both real, we get 
    IQAP(sin u +.-e) cosh v•kr'« dr  + cos (u  +I-) cosh v•kra",d0} 
 isin  r-krn dr  + cos  .kra+1  d0). (50)  QAP 
   The necessary and  sufficient condition is 
 cosh  v  =                                     c
os u 
for (50) to be satisfied at each point (r, 0) on the ray curve. Accordingly the steepest descent 
curve on the complex  72(=p+  iq)  –plane, where  i) and q are both real, is expressed by
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               *
,'Rnz 
                                       p kr.+1 sin(u+  
 0 
                     xaMs q  =  -kr'n+' cos  (u  +  f) tan u, (51) 
 struc                                   as in fig.5. When kr"2+1sin>kam+1, zip  (47) 
              Fig. 5                                   approximates only a term determined by the values 
at the saddle point, and only a reflected wave occurs. On the other hand, however, in case 
          <8ka'n", (52)                           sin z 
 4. becomes two parts; one the above reflected wave and the other the residue at the pole; 
 na =  kr""1 sin  ra (53) 
of  11,4- It is easily shown that  8  > 1, so that  ra is purely imaginary, and short calculation 
shows 
                                               ad  
                                                                                                                                      ' 
 g(ra)-1/82-1(2a -b-r)----/-±iva-,D-i—(54) 
                                                               where  v.,'  cr/ka"' is the velocity of the dilatational wave at the surface r  - a, and D  =  a0 is 
the distance along the surface from 0 = 0. The residue is 
                 _ (3.2v762_1 fv/f___$2(  E2try 
jp,  27rale'2k2   exp[g(ra)}  (55)  A82  -1 dE2 k3 a3"'"cri+' sin 0-dx[(L2x2)2el/x2-1'1'1le k2 Jx_a 
    On the other hand the residue of  or (25) is 
 $2  t"4-2  6   (2k  ___ 62) 
2
       pfi is/                 2kam-h'8 sin  0 
                exp  [- VA(a-b)V d2-1 + (a-r),V82 -k2E2}+ivAi-8 D i 7r 
4
                                                      (56)                     d [(  —+ 141/X2 —x2 2 
         dx21?*4 k2 
    Both are obviously surface waves which propagate along the surface with the same phase 
velocity 
 v  =   (57) 
    The resultant displacement of these  d  pl and  COp'  is 
                                      2icr                 v,./1/62- 1 no/2 u =L1•               -F-w                                                     P
      0-VR 
           v= -zvud2ci V °/:,V,32 Wp', 
                                                      (58) 
    crk2 
at r = a, where vw' is the velocity of the  distortional wave at the surface. 
    As the phase of  u is smaller by 7'.2  than that of v, The medium on the surface makes 
an elliptic motion, the principal axis of which is directed toward the normal of the surface 
r =  a  as  in  fig.  6.
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primary 4-wave in fig. 7. This0  10 20 30  40 5060 70_80_,.990 
relation is a  well known fact in  FIG.9. THE INTENSITY OF  (A),Cos AND  As 
seismic phenomena. The same 
discussion -as above, applied  d:  d
epth (Km) 
when the primary is distor-me„,„ 
tional, gives the relation 10w11111 ,..,$, 
 r>tan'  IIR   (60)ii= 241rlaVINIP..--ow4=200400       1/Vto"  —  VR2 . 0.8 iii00st
, 800 corresponding to (59). 
 § 6. Numerical Calculation  IMENE111 
   Several interesting results 0.6 mmama 
are found when the numerical520 values of the lastic constants 04alillrtWl....4200  .  
k, E, m are taken from the 1 I I I I I I I I I  1 &WA IinYi 6:000P  observational dat  of theP'IM116;:" 
seismic phenomena. These  02 
data have been discussed by K1 talk,A11114-poluippolle                                                                            „--d=200\                                   AscLI=2001-11r.,.,.......4144111h(----'?`iC6s2 '''-'''''''''' many writers(5)and their nume-tia ^....__111114111'--------- rical values are summarized by 
H.  HONDA.(6) The mean values 0  10 20 30 40  53  60  70 80.  0 90°                                           -- 
of their data are as  follows  : 
       depth; 0 800 1200 1800 (k.m.) 
      m = {31 .03                                   0.8                              0.30.4(4-wave) (w-wave)  . 
    Inserting these numerical values into  4 (19), w (21),  Zlp (27),  0-)P (29), 4s (33) and  cos (35),
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       we can obtain the intensity of  these various waves, and the  ourves of travel time from (17) 
       and (22). It is clear that the latters coincide with those obtained by the method of purely
        geometrical optics, so here we shall discuss only the formers. The abscisa  0 in fig. 8 and 9 
       denotes the distance from the source  Q(b,  0,  0) along the surface of the earth, and the ordinate
       the relative amplitude of incident  dilatational and distortional waves at the observing point P 
 (r,  0, 0)*. The  suffixes P and S mean that their primary waves are dilatational and distor-
       tional respectively, and the next suffixes 1,2 mean that the primary waves are emitted outwards 
       (suffix 1), and inwards (suffix 2) from the source Q and propagate according to the law of 
       refraction (at the first approximation), once reflected at the surface of the earth, and arrive at
 P.** It is clear from the figures that when  8 is sufficiently large, both of the waves with suffix 
       1 and 2 appear, while in case 0 is small only the waves with  suffix 1 appear. Both of the 
       waves A and  co, which propagate from the source Q immediately to P without reflecting, fall
       off rapidly with 0, and once reflected  Ap2 and  cos2 become remarkably larger than  d and  co at 
 0> 40°. The amplitude of  41,1 and  cosi are larger than  d and  co at  0 > 35°. When the 
       primary waves and reflected ones are of different kind the latters are generally smaller.
 Only  zls2 is remarkable at 0 > 40°, which is yet much smaller than  Ws2 and diminishes more 
       rapidly than the latter. The wave  dsi is much weaker than  (t) and appears only at  0  <  40°. 
       All of the intensity curves shown in these figures are at the region of the earth where m = 3 
       is nearly satisfied. The discussion of other regions such as inner fluid core will be given in
       the following paper, 
      § 7. Concluding Remark 
           In this paper the propagation of the elastic waves in the inhomogeneous spherical medium 
       has been discussed. We start from the rigorous solutions of wave equations, where the 
       velocities are assumed to be proportional to  r-"' , and  m is an arbitrary real number. These 
       rigorous solutions are superposed together so that the resultants may coincide approximately 
       with the expanding series of  ikR/1? in the case of  m= 0,  i.  e. the medium is homogeneous. 
       These resultants are  led to very clear and simple forms  by the method of saddle point. One 
       of these is the geometrical ray wave whose path satisfies the law of geometrical optics in case 
       the  refractive coefficient of the medium changes continuously . The other is the surface wave 
       and the condition of its occurence are found in a simple and familiar form . Taking the 
       numerical values of elastic constants from the data of observation in the seismic phenomena , 
       the intensity of various incident seismic waves at the surface has been calculated . The 
       amplitude of their displacements at the surface will be calculated in the next paper , where we 
       shall discuss the case of an inhomogeneous large fluid sphere lying concentric in the above
       elastic sphere. The elastic waves are reflected and refracted at the inner boundary as well as 
      reflected at the outer surface. They will  be transformed into simple form and calculated
       numerically. 
         * The amplitude of displacements at the surface due to these waves  will be calculated in the next paper.  ** The correspondence of our notations and ordinary ones used in the seismology is as  follows  :
 = P,  Apt  =  4st =  sP ,  Ast =  SP, 
 =  S,  (Din  pS,  101)2  =  FSo  w  st  =  sS,  O59  = SS.
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